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Alcohol 
 

Do you need district approval for alcohol if the venue is providing the service and alcohol? Do you need 

district approval for alcohol included in raffle baskets? We are hosting a fundraising gala and the caterer 

has a license to serve alcohol and the caterer will be purchasing the alcohol is part of the catering costs. 

Do we need to have a separate license? 

You should always double check with your school district’s policy on alcohol being sold at a PTA  event 

like in a raffle basket or auction. You will also need a license from the Alcohol Beverage Control board. 

If the event is off campus at a venue that normally sells alcohol, they have their own insurance and 

you do not need permission from the school district.  Information for license: 

https://www.abc.ca.gov/abc-221-instructions/ 

 

She said alcohol for RAFFLES need to comply with state regulations, what about silent auctions? It’s not 

being consumed or opened on campus. 

If you receive money for the alcohol, regardless of where it is consumed or the manner it was sold, 

you are considered by the state of Calfornia to be selling it and need a permit from Alcohol Beverage 

Control. 

 

While Fundraising and selling space on a t-shirt, can parents who own a bar or restaurant that sells 

alcohol advertise/buy space on the t-shirt? 

Yes, if your school district allows it AND it doesn’t make direct reference to the alcohol. This can be 

complicated if the name is clearly a reference to alcoholic beverages. 

 

Bank Statements and Reconciliations 
 

What is the frequency required for the bank statement and reconciliation review? 

They must be reviewed each month. If you are unable to meet outside of a normal meeting 

timeframe, you can have the statement opened at the meeting, handed over to the treasurer, and 

then review the reconciliation the following month. 

 

Does the non-check signer reviewing the bank statement, do they have to be a member of the 

association? 

It is always best practice for the reviewer to be a member of the association. This removes the 

possibility of non-members trying to see information about your banking information and makes it 

more transparent for members because they know another member is the second set of eyes. 

 

https://www.abc.ca.gov/abc-221-instructions/


Do PayPal statements need to be reviewed or reconciled? 

If they are going to a separate account, yes. If they are autodepositing to your main account, then it 

would be part of the regular reconciliation process. 

 

Is the audit now called a Financial Review? 

We are in the process of making a change. The proposed new title is Financial Review/Reviewer. 

 

Is it okay to have electronic versions of the bank statement and then signed electronically and kept in an 

online folder 

Yes, but they still need to be initially reviewed by a non-check signer. 

 

In this day and age of paperless statements, do we really need to request a paper bank statement for a 

non-signer to “open?” 

If your bank does not allow for a “view-only” person on your account, you will need to come up with a 

method that allows a non-check signer to see the statements prior to the treasurer. The easiest is still 

old-fashioned paper statements. 

 

Sorry, new to this lol what is the reconciliation? 

A reconciliation is when the treasurer compares the bank statement to their 

register/ledger/accounting system and cross references it to make sure that everything was cashed 

for the amount it was written for and to make sure there are no discrepancies in the deposits or 

withdrawals and checks for uncashed items. 

 

Can the non signer reviewer of Bank statements be Financial secretary ? 

Yes, as long as they are not a signer on the account they can. The auditor is also a good choice. 

Insurance Claims 
 

Can you identify common reasons that a claim would be denied? (What errors were made by the unit 

seeking the claim that prevented them from receiving coverage?) 

Most claims that are denied are under the crime bond section of the policy. They are denied for 

procedures not be followed or ignored that led to the theft or loss. Things like not have a non-check 

signer review bank statements/reconciliations, not doing a yearly audit/review, leaving money 

unsecured in the presence of non-members, etc. 

 

Does D&O cover legal costs to pay to defend if a lawsuit is filed against the unit 

D&O insurance covers legal costs in a lawsuit unless the officer has committed fraud or criminal 

offenses. 

 

is there a potential insurance coverage issue if the reviewer of statements is a spouse of signer (but not 

a signer themselves) 



A spouse would be considered a signer because we do not allow people who are related by blood or 

marriage or reside in the same household to be co-signers on financial records of any kind.  

Insurance Questions  
 

Most of what I’m seeing is that the district needs to be added when we do something on site. (When we 

hire a vendor for an assembly or presentation, the district needs to be added. My question is: Do we, 

the PTA, also need to be added?) Sorry my question about adding our PTA unit in addition to the 

required district signature is in regards to additional insured 

Generally the vendor will ask if they need the PTA specifically added. The reason they ask for the 

district is because you are hiring them but it is on the district’s property 

 

How exhaustive/strict is the Insurance Activities Guide? Is temporary tattoo the same as face painting? 

Is Jello contest the same as apple bobbing? They look the same.  

If you have a question about a specific activity, contact AIM and give them the details and they can 

double check it for you. 

 

Does selling food  (e.g. food truck) count as participating in a PTA event or as providing merchandise at 

an event? 

It depends on the situation. Most food service companies carry their own insurance and would be 

able to provide proof of it so you would not need to cover them. Your school district probably 

requires that they still adhere to their basic vendor policies. 

 

If there is a parent who is providing a service (e.g., DJing) at a PTA event, do they need to have the same 

insurance as a paid vendor? 

If they are donating it as a volunteer, then no. 

 

Is there coverage for things posted in PTA social media handles? 

You would need to purchase additional insurance to cover social media. Refer to our social media 

policy on capta.org http://toolkit.capta.org/running-your-pta/communications/social-media-

guidelines-for-ptas-in-california/ 

 

My District has their own extensive insurance requirements vendors must provide to the District. This is 

required by the District for EVERY vendor to come on campus. How does that work with our 

requirements? District also guarantees vendor payment by the District even if PTA hires the vendor (ie: 

DJ for year end event). 

Many school districts have their own insurance policies and procedures. You should review them 

before hiring someone for a PTA event. Our general liability covers most school districts  

 

We sometimes have a fundraiser at a bowling alley.  If someone fell while bowling would we be 

covered? Or would we need property coverage? 

http://toolkit.capta.org/running-your-pta/communications/social-media-guidelines-for-ptas-in-california/
http://toolkit.capta.org/running-your-pta/communications/social-media-guidelines-for-ptas-in-california/


If you have approved the fundraiser at an association meeting and it is in the budget, then an injury 

from a slip and fall should be covered. If they damaged someone’s personal belongings when they fell 

it would not be covered under the regular insurance policy. policies as they are. The vendors are 

responsible for anything that is their own insurance issue. Their insurance is separate from your PTA 

insurance. 

 

If a committee member rents a cotton candy machine from a vendor and use it for a school event, which 

type property coverage do we need, to insure for the cotton candy machine? Can you repeat that part 

regarding not being covered if there’s damage to equipment we rent? Also, there was something else 

said about vendors that we rent from vs having on campus 

You would need the additional property coverage unless the company that owns the machine is also 

sending someone to use it so it remains in the vendor’s possession. Damage to the machine would not 

be covered by the regular insurance policy. Contact AIM for rates on “Inland Marine Insurance” which 

is what property coverage falls under. 

 

On the coverages slide for General Liability, the first bullet point noted that the GL protects bodily injury 

and property damage.  I'm a little confused as to what property it covers since you noted a separate 

property damage policy is needed for a host of things (spiritware, raffle items, rented popcorn 

machines, etc.). Can you please clarify?  

There is a difference between personal property damage and general property damage. If the 

property is in your sole possession and it is damaged, then you need additional insurance. If you are at 

an event and someone else’s property that you are not in possession of such as a window at the 

school is broken, it would probably be covered. If you rent an item or are storing goods like wrapping 

paper or other fundraising goods, it becomes your personal property temporarily and isn’t covered. 

 

Spirit Wear Inventory, do we need more insurance to cover if it is stolen? Do we need insurance to 

conduct raffles such gift cards, toys, non alcoholic drinks? 

If you keep a significant amount of back stock of any kind of item for sale or for a raffle or auction, it 

might be worth purchasing additional insurance. If it is worth a considerable amount of money, you 

might want to get additional insurance. It’s a cost/benefit situation on some items. 

Carnivals are listed as “yellow” but rides are listed as “red”. Are we allowed to have rides?Sorry, more 

ride/carnival questions. Is there an “add-on” that we can pay for mechanical/motorized rides? 

Mechanical rides are an extreme risk and there is no additional insurance that can be purchased for 

them. Contact AIM for instructions if your carnival includes some form of non-mechanical ride. 

 

Insurance Rates  
 

May I know when the Fall Financial Mailing was sent out?  And was it sent only to the President? 

It will be sent out in October. Generally, because of the cost of mailing a large packet, it goes to the 

president. It is also available online once the mailing has gone out on CAPTA.org 

 



Could we have the rates again? 

Units are $272.00  

Councils and Districts are $188.00 

 

The link to pay online didn’t work. It showed an error message 

If that happens, try again in a few minutes. It may have been off line temporarily for maintenance. If it 

continues, email capta@aim-companies.com 

 

We will be paying for 2023-2024 school year in Dec? 

Yes, you be paying for the upcoming calendar year. It is due between October 2nd and December 

20th. 

 

Can we get the new insurance rates each year prior to August? 

We can’t get official rates until November each year. The rates we get are a good faith estimate that 

AIM is able to provide in August. Always assume that there will be a 10% increase in costs from year 

to year. Sometimes it’s less, sometimes, it’s slightly higher. 

 

Can a check be sent?  Are we allowed to pay online to AIM?Where are we sending payment for AIM 

Insurance? One question is when we send a check to AIM do we need to have it registered mail? 

You can pay either by check or ACH transfer. You will receive an invoice in your email shortly after you 

submit the information. It contains the address for where to send the check. It doesn’t need to be 

registered unless you feel that you have a potential issue with your mail service. 

 

If we pay insurance renewal by ACH, wouldn’t that bypass the 2 signature requirement?What form 

should be used to authorize the ACH payment? Is it the EFT form? Please link. 

There is a form on the CAPTA.org website for Electronic Funds Transfers. This form must be signed by 

the two signatories before the payment can be made. This is the current link but it may change once 

the toolkit revision is done in December. It is always available in the forms section of the toolkit. 

http://downloads.capta.org/toolkit/forms/AuthorizationForPaymentViaEFTBankBillPayServices.pdf 

 

Will Council be notified of units that have not paid their insurance? How will Districts & Councils be kept 

in the loop when units submit their insurance? Is there a real time dashboard? 

Districts will have access to the AIM spreadsheet system that shows who has filled out the form and 

paid. There will be a delay if the unit pays by check so it might not be a perfect accounting of who has 

or hasn’t but it is close. The district can decide if they want to share the link with their councils or if 

they want to just update them periodically. This is the same system as we have been using for 

Workers’ Comp. 

 

Who will get the Certificate of Insurance? 

The certificate goes to the president in January unless you request it to go to someone else by 

contacting AIM after you have paid the premium. 

 

http://downloads.capta.org/toolkit/forms/AuthorizationForPaymentViaEFTBankBillPayServices.pdf


What if we have programs planned before the insurance payment is due? 

Your insurance for the current year is good from January 5th through January 4th of the following 

year. If you have a fall program it will be covered by that one. If you need the certificate for 2023 

earlier than January, contact AIM directly after you have paid the premium. 

 

Does our school district get a copy of the Insurance Certificate each year for the units or should a unit 

give the school district a copy? 

Some school districts will automatically contact the insurance company on your behalf especially if 

they are one of the ones that require them to be listed as an additional insured, some do not. Please 

check with yours directly. 

 

Does the $272 cover the different types of insurances, such as general liability, umbrella, crime, and 

workers comp or do we have to choose 1? 

It covers all of the items from the presentation. There are additional policies you can purchase for 

things like personal property damage and social media insurance. The Workers’ comp is only the first 

$1000.00. 

 

Can I please get customer service number. getting information regarding adding additional insurance? 

capta@aim-companies.com 

800-876-4044 

 

Hi, our school district is now requiring an “Endorsement form” in addition to the Additional Insured.  

That form is not included in the Insurance Guide. Please advise. Thank you! 

Please contact AIM directly so they can help you provide them with the info you need. 

 

I am president of a brand new PTA. i was told by our district that our PTA is covered for the rest of 2022. 

but i have never received the certificate of insurance for our PTA for 2022. How can i get that? Thanks. 

Contact AIM and they can get you a copy of the form.  

 

Miscellaneous  

 
Is it ok for the PTA to promote an after school program that will be taking place in school classrooms? 

For example, mention the program in an email to members and provide a link to the website? 

Yes, just remember that if it is not a PTA program, you should make that clear with a “Not affiliated 

with the XYZ PTA” and make sure that you are not accidentally endorsing a business if it is not the 

school itself providing the program. Refer to Sponsorships and Endorsements on capta.org 

http://toolkit.capta.org/finance/fundraising/sponsorship-versus-endorsement/ 

 

Is it ok for a PTA board member to set up a table at a PTA event to sell their own art if they are going to 

personally profit from it, or is this a conflict of interest 

http://toolkit.capta.org/finance/fundraising/sponsorship-versus-endorsement/


If you are allowing anyone at the school to do the same, then it is allowed. They can’t use their 

position on the board to get a special privilege that other people can’t. 

 

Do on campus jogathons need police? 

Not unless your school district has some kind of policy regarding on campus events. 

Does the insurance requirements include vendors that we do not pay but give us a proceed of what they 

earn during an event? 

Most vendors that provide this scenario have their own insurance and can provide you with a copy of 

it. It would depend on the situation. 

 
What if we don’t use MyPTEZ? How do you post in MyPTEZ?  do we have to join MyPTEZ? 

All PTAs are required to list their rosters (at least the president) in the free version of MyPTEZ. If you 

do not know how to upload or do not have a password, please contact your district president so they 

can help you. 

 

If a unit put their president or treasurer in MyPTEZ after October 1st how will they get the insurance 

invoice? 

The district will need to let us know ASAP so that we can send it out to them in a later batch. Roster 

information was due by May 15th so anything that is not already in there is very late. 

 

Field Trips.  Can we just reimburse the district for field trips rather than pay for them ourselves to avoid 

insurance issues? 

Yes, this is the preferred method since most PTAs have little to do with the field trip itself and it is up 

to the school to make sure health and safety is being taken care of. 

 

What does a bond lawsuit against PTA look like? Does it come from a lawyer?  Who deals with it and 

how? 

I am not sure what this question was about, sorry. If it was about the Crime Bond insurance, that 

refers to stolen PTA property and money. If this is what it was, then the PTA will file a police report 

and then file an insurance claim through AIM. 

 

Our PTA has reserved a group of tickets for a professional sporting event.  Tickets are purchased through 

the sports team.  Does our PTA need to have families who attend sign a waiver? 

Not unless it a specific PTA event where you are in charge of all aspects of it. After discussion, it 

sounded like this was not the case and they were just providing an opportunity to buy tickets for a 

specific game. 

 

The insurance guide states that AIM must review all contracts before the PTA signs them. AIM has 

indicated that this is not a requirement of theirs. Can you please clarify what is required? 

AIM can review all contracts for you to make sure you are not opening yourself up to personal 

liability. It is not required but strongly recommended. 



 

Is there a conflict of interest if the Treasurer's employer prepares the annual tax return? 

If they do it for free, no. If they are getting paid to do it, the treasurer needs to put it on their 

conflict/whistleblower form and provide proof they are the best price for the service. 

 

Does restaurant fundraisers need insurance coverage?  So if someone gets sick from the restaurant food 

would that make the PTA liable? 

Restaurants have their own insurance and they would be liable for food poisoning, not the PTA. 

Vendors and Contracts 
 

We are planning an event and wanted to enlist the services of a vendor who is listed as a CAPTA 

approved vendor. When shared the contract with AIM they advised us not to sign the contract as it 

includes indemnification language. The vendor can’t remove this language, or provide a mutual 

indemnification clause. This would mean we can’t enlist their services per guidance. We pulled many old 

contracts and they ALL include this language (from tent/table rental, Photo Booth, etc). 

1) if the vendor is CAPTA approved, shouldn’t it be ok? What is the purpose of vendor approval if we are 

unable to enlist their services?  

CAPTA approval means they have met the bare minimum requirements for coverage. AIM allows you 

to enter into the contract if they don’t remove the language if you consult with them first and they 

are given an opportunity to figure out a solution or make you aware of the possible problems should 

you decide to go ahead with the contract without removing the language. 

2) Have you seen vendors actually remove this type of verbiage? 

Yes, they usually will work with AIM to come to a mutually acceptable wording. 

 

Are there minimum coverage limits required for vendors?  

This covers most of the requirement info for our end. Your school district might have specific 

requirements above and beyond ours. http://downloads.capta.org/Leaders/Insurance/CAPTA-

Vendor-Insurance-Requirements-Forms.pdf 

 

I understand why you prohibit any member of the PTA signing a Hold Harmless, but you would like 

vendors to sign those?  Most established businesses, like the PTA, don't allow a hold harmless.  Is there 

a work around? 

Check with the business and see if you can make a mutually agreeable contract where you each agree 

to hold each other harmless for damages caused by each other. 

 

If the vendor is capta approved, does that imply they are covered? Even if their contract has that 

indemnification language? 

They should have met the minimum requirements when they were approved. If they have added new 

indemnification language since then, they will be re-evaluated. 

 

http://downloads.capta.org/Leaders/Insurance/CAPTA-Vendor-Insurance-Requirements-Forms.pdf
http://downloads.capta.org/Leaders/Insurance/CAPTA-Vendor-Insurance-Requirements-Forms.pdf


Is there a a template with the wording to give to vendors that's has the language that indicates they 

hold pta harmless of any incidents at an event  

A copy of the PTA hold harmless agreement is included in this document. 

http://downloads.capta.org/Leaders/Insurance/CAPTA-Vendor-Insurance-Requirements-Forms.pdf 

 

Waiver Forms 
 

Do we still need to collect the CAPTA Parent's Approval, Student, Family, and Participation Waiver? With 

all this insurance coverage and our school requires a permission slip for every event. So this would be an 

additional form from PTA they would have to fill out. We have over 1,000 students and we rarely get 

them all back from everyone. 

 A waiver form is a deterrent for lawsuits. They don’t actually stop them but it makes people think 

twice about it. If you can get a blanket one at the beginning of the year for all events, it is fine. If you 

are doing something that is inherently risky like rollerskating, it is good to get a specific one. If you 

can’t get either, it will not affect the coverage. 

 

Does every volunteer, including teens, need a waiver? The waivers are for anyone who volunteers ot 

attends at any PTA event? Including asscociation meetings? Is the blakuet waiver provided at the 1st 

meeting to all members? 

It is best practice to get a waiver for everyone volunteering at an event. It can be a blanket one at the 

beginning of the year. It is always good to make sure a parent has signed off on a teenager working at 

the event. Again, it is not enforceable, just a deterrent. You don’t need them for meetings. 

 

Can we obtain an esig via Google form for the waiver? We are a virtual school. 

Electronic signatures are fine as long as they are actual signatures, not the type in a name and the free 

version of Adobe makes it look like handwriting. 

If there are students/parents that do not return the waiver, does it exclude them from participating in 

the event.  Do we ask them to leave? 

No, they can stay. The waiver is meant to be a deterrent to lawsuits but you can’t force someone to 

sign it. 

 

For the waivers are we able to do one sheet put everyone's name & last name attending 

with their signature. 

If this is the only way it will work, it is better than no waiver at all! 

 

Can the waiver terms be accepted online? Can AIM create online student/parent/participant waiver 

forms? (Instead of paper forms) 

Yes, there is a fillable PDF version on the insurance page of the CAPTA.org website.  

http://downloads.capta.org/Leaders/Insurance/participant_volunteer_waiver_forms.pdf 

 

Workers’ Comp Questions 

http://downloads.capta.org/Leaders/Insurance/CAPTA-Vendor-Insurance-Requirements-Forms.pdf
http://downloads.capta.org/Leaders/Insurance/participant_volunteer_waiver_forms.pdf


 
Is that workers comp coverage $1000 per person you employ, or total? 

Workers’ Comp is built in for the first $1000.00 total. If you have payments you have made in excess 

of $1000.00, you take the total amount, deduct the $1000.00 and the 5% surcharge is based on the 

remaining amount. 

 

What time frame does this form cover? Quarters or annually? 

Insurance is on a calendar year basis. You need to report individuals paid from the second half of the 

last fiscal year through the first half of the new fiscal year. 

 

We pay a licensed CPA to do our taxes - are they candidates for worker comp coverage? Does a hired tax 

preparer, who does all of her work out of her home office, need to be listed on the Workers' Comp 

insurance form? 

If they are only doing your taxes, you do not need to list them. If you have them doing accounting for 

you every month, you do need to list them. 

 

Is the worker's comp only for individuals hired, or is it also for a company hired to do an assembly on 

campus? If someone comes for assemblies do we need to ask them if they have workers comp 

insurance? 

We only need to know about individuals. Companies that have more than one employee are legally 

required to carry their own insurance in the state of California so you do not need to cover them. 

Individuals may carry their own workers’ comp insurance (not the same as general liability) in which 

case they can provide a copy of their insurance to you and you still report them but you will not owe a 

surcharge. 

 

if we paid a contractor for a service they provided directly to the school, would we report that on our 

workers’ comp?  Ex. is a magician performing for a Kindergarten class as a "field trip". 

If you paid for them directly instead of donating the money to the school for them to hire the person, 

then you probably would.  Check with AIM if you are unsure. 

 

Does the email for workers comp go to treasurers or presidents ? 

It goes to both if we have both in MyPTEZ. Otherwise it goes to the highest ranking financial officer 

that has an email in the system. 

 

Do DJ’s have to hold this insurance? 

An independent DJ who you are paying would need to be covered if you hire them for an event and 

they don’t have their own. A volunteer DJ like a parent would be covered as a volunteer as long as 

you aren’t compensating them for their time. 

 

Who completes the WC form? Treasurer or President? 

Either one may complete it. It just needs to be someone familiar with the financial records. 



 

For the annual payroll form, are we including miscellaneous vendors like those that provide food to 

events, etc? 

If they are staying on campus to provide the food, you may need to claim them, if they don’t have 

their own insurance. Most food businesses have their own. If they are just dropping off, then no. Try 

to avoid small mom and pop businesses that are being run under the table for major events, especially 

ones with risks like foodbourne illnesses or injury. If they are selling jewelry in a booth at a one time 

event, you don’t need to. 

 

Where do we submit the vendor approval and workers comp  paperwork? 

Vendor approval just goes in your minutes unless your school district asks for it. The Workers’ Comp 

form is filled out online sometime between December 15th and January 31st. You will receive an 

email link similar to the insurance one. 

 

Who Do We Contact For More Information? 
Can an unit contact AIM directly or do we need to go through the PTA channel first? 

 

You may contact AIM directly either by email or phone. 

capta@aim-companies.com 

800-876-4044 

 

 

 


